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Hi all... 

 I came across this article that seems to explain Sovereignty in terms of 

law very well.  In my book I tell people not to make use of the word 

Sovereign because it belongs to SYSTEM and it's meaning seems to vary, 

but primarily is a confession that you are a living thing if you use it and 

after that you belong to Lucifer according to his SYSTEM.  Why?  Because 

you have made use of their system of law to protect yourself and thus 

you must be one of them and so your so called Sovereignty is extended 

to you from the SYSTEM and thus you are still a slave to the system. 

 Don't get upset with me over this; that is how they think not me.  If it were up to me alone I would start 

applying some of the ideas I talked about in my Life without Law article. 

 There are some interesting ideas though in the article that explains what needs to be done once you 

have presented the court or whoever with the fact that you are operating on the real earth in your 

dominion.  One of the requirements of a Sovereign is that you own land, because the Pope holds all the 

real titles to the land in lue of LORD God that he likes to call God, the Pope is really the only one that is 

Sovereign.  Perhaps he extended this to the Queen and a few other trusted Satanists, but I am not sure.  

Also the article says Land not the earth again it is all in fiction. 

 But the article also explains a lot of issues we have around Sovran versus Sovereign, which in they are 

the same.  It also explains why Sam Kennedy's thing has fallen apart.  However Countries that Claim 

Sovereignty are only sovereign through the Pope I would think as it is the Pope that allows the Countries 

to exist as he holds the titles to the land upon the fictional earth for LORD God. 

Always remember that Law is extends from authority.  

When you go into a court the only authority there is 

the Judge, no laws exist beyond the Judge unless you 

challenge the Judge upon entering the Court.  All true 

authority resides in each of us as being our dominion 

over the earth.  Dominion means to Rule and it comes 

from Genesis 1:26-28.   You issue your own law.  For a 

Country to issue laws they have to gain authority over 

you to do it.  In reality this cannot be done because 

you have no authority to give away your authority as 

it is truly naturally yours.  This is why they bark out 
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the all caps name at you as you enter court.  They want to acknowledge that you are the all caps name 

slave.  If you say nothing to challenge their calling you an all caps name then you are accepting it by tacit 

agreement and that is all they care about.  So respond in third person or simply say that you are making 

use of hearsay in my court as it is your court, it is upon the earth and you are the subject matter as it 

were.  Keep your authority always. 
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